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ABSTRACT
The Political Visual Literacy (PVL) app is a graphical-recognition
system designed to support and inform the work of journalists as they encounter unfamiliar and evolving graphical
imagery in the field. Using a combination of computer vision machine-learning techniques and user feedback, the
mobile application allows users to select symbols within
photographs on their mobile device and receive information about the meaning of those symbols in real-time. A
web-based version of the tool allows newsroom editors and
others the use the system on desktop devices. The goal is
to provide journalists with more information about rapidlyevolving political symbols in a way that can be seamlessly
integrated into their existing workflows.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Image search; • Applied computing → Computer-assisted instruction.
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symbol recognition, reverse image search
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INTRODUCTION

Effective journalism depends
on the ability of journalists to
accurately perceive and identify the individuals, actions and
symbols they encounter. Since
2015, journalists covering political movements have had increasing difficulty identifying
Figure 1: Portland Flyer
many of the graphical symbols
being used by political groups,
such as the many “alt-right” groups that use logos and symbols that originate and evolve in niche online communities.
These are often unfamiliar to mainstream political journalists, a suggested by news reports that appear to conflate
or confuse political groups using similar symbols [4]. This
may arise, in part, from less-than-optimal literacy about
graphical political symbols among both journalists and photo
editors who tag images within commercial databases like
Getty and Redux. Compounding this problem is the fact that
individuals bearing these symbols are often evasive or misleading about the symbols’ connotations when interviewed
directly [8]. Both the media [1] and activist groups (Fig 1),
have at times attempted to educate the public about political symbols and the groups behind them. Given dramatic
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staff reductions in local newsrooms in recent years, however,
the human network that might previously have provided
background expertise for identifying the symbols of regional
groups has eroded substantially. As such, there is an urgent
need for a tool that a) provides journalists at all levels with
information about the connotations of a particular symbol,
and b) can be efficiently updated as the form and meaning of these symbols evolves. The Political Visual Literacy
app addresses this gap through a) key advancements in machine learning-based image-recognition of these symbols,
using both original and synthesized images, and b) a trusted
human-in-the-loop structure of image submission and review to continually update the database as symbols evolve
and emerge. This project therefore contributes both key advancements in computer-vision around graphical symbols
and a functional tool that can improve the work of journalists
in the field.

is used to detect multiple publication instances, rather than
provide information or context on a given symbol.
The Four Corners Project [3] allows photographers to embed additional metadata in their images in order to provide
more robust and authoritative authorship and contextual
information. However, there is no specific requirement that
photographers include information about the political symbols that may appear in their images, nor does this provide
any particular method for end-users to match or identify
symbols in their own photographs.
2

METHODOLOGY

Creating an image-recognition app like PVL generally requires 1) sourcing relevant training images, 2) training and
optimizing the image-recognition machine-learning model,
and 3) designing, implementing, and testing the mobile and
web applications. Below we outline how we approached
these processes.

Background & Literature Review

Knowledge base construction

The Leafsnap [11] app exploits computer vision to enable
tree leaves recognition and has been exploited for educational purposes. Similarly, Merlin Bird Photo ID [16], allows bird watching enthusiasts to leverage computer vision techniques for automatic bird images recognition. The
users can also contribute to the database of bird imagery.
The PVL project builds on both the use of computer visionbased image-recognition for informational purposes and the
human-in-the-loop approach. The latter feature is particularly well-suited to the case of political imagery, where similar variants of a symbol with distinct connotations may exist,
and because symbols can evolve relatively quickly. Given
the controversial nature of political symbols and the limits
of technical measures against manipulation of the machinelearning model, however, the PVL app only allows image
contributions from “trusted” users.
In computer vision, the most closely-related work to our
application is general object detection [13], logo detection [7]
and recognition [5]. Our machine-learning system builds on
many of the approaches used to address these more general
problems, though a specific challenge our system must accommodate is the limited amount of high-quality training
data that we can ethically source for each symbol. As we
will detail below, we are able to substantially overcome this
limitation through the creation of synthetic training data in
order to improve performance.
In the journalism and photography spaces, only two systems appear to address problems related to those of the PVL
project. Specifically, the News Provenance Project [10] makes
use of machine-learning and perceptual-hash techniques to
determine the similarity of two published images; this system, however, does not address symbols in particular and

We selected an initial symbol set for the system by reviewing
existing news images of recent, high-profile political events,
such as the 2017 Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville [14].
We also conducted pilot interviews with photojournalists and
reporters who routinely cover these events to complement
our initial list. We then prioritized symbols which appeared
more frequently in our sample imagery or appeared in multiple locations as a starting point for populating the initial
database of symbols.
Initially, we attempted to build our training set using the
Google Image search results from a keyword search for the
name of each symbol, but the resulting images were too lowquality (low-resolution or computer-modified) to train our
model effectively. Moreover, despite using available search
constraints, this approach did not allow us to control sufficiently for potential intellectual property or privacy concerns.
Rights challenges also prevented us from using imagery from
editorial databases such as a Getty Images and Redux.
Ultimately, we chose to work directly with individual photographers, whom we compensated for use of their images
for model training and testing purposes.
Detection and Recognition of Political Symbols
To automatically detect and recognize political symbols in an
image, we designed and built two machine learning “pipelines”:
one to identify flags in particular, and a second to recognize
an individual symbol.
The first system automatically detects flags in the input
image and then, for each detected flag, determines whether it
includes any of the political symbols in the database. The second system identifies the symbols within a user-designated
subregion of the image. This subregion is expected to be
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tightly focus on the location (e.g. a hat, t-shirt, or area of
skin) on which the image appears.
Flag detection. Flags are highly deformable objects that can
contain several self-occlusions that therefore require a high
volume of training data. Given the above-mentioned challenges to obtaining original imagery, we relied on synthetic
data produced by incorporating computationally-generated
flags into real protest images using the 3D software Blender.
We then used these synthesized images to train our “flag
detection” pipeline.
Symbol recognition. We faced similar training data limitations when developing the “symbol-recognition” pipeline,
but found success using similar synthetic image-generation
techniques to apply random image transformations to each
symbol and incorporate it into different background images.
Implementation Detail
For the flag pipeline, we selected 15 symbols that are depicted on flags more than they are depicted on any other
surface in the images we obtained from photographers. We
will call these “symbol flags”. We then collected one clean
graphic image of each symbol flag from a Google Image
search. To develop our synthesized data, we created “textures” from these symbol flags in the 3D software Blender
and generated 32 images of each flag fluttering under various different wind conditions and camera views. We then
randomly sampled (with replacement) 15, 000 protest images
that do not contain flags from the open-source UCLA protest
dataset (the dataset contains metadata that notes whether a
given image contains a flag) [17]. Into each sampled protest
image, we spliced 1-3 synthesized symbol flag images at a
random position, and with a random size and light level.
We then ran a faster R-CNN [13] based flag detector trained
on the Open Images dataset [12] over all these images. If
any of the detected bounding boxes had an IntersectionOver-Union (IOU) larger than 0.5 of the bounding box of the
spliced symbol flag, we considered the detected bounding
box to be a training sample of that flag. This gave us a dataset
that contained a total of 6, 543 flag samples. Depending on
the performance of the flag detector on different flags, the
number of training samples for each flag varies between 90
and 1, 029. We also ran the flag detector over the real-world
images sourced from photographers to collect a test set of
186 flag samples.
We trained the symbol flag classifier with the image classification pipeline described in [18]. The base network was
chosen to be the GoogLeNet [15]. We trained the model for
a total of 100 epochs with a batch size of 128, the ADAM
optimizer [9] and a learning rate of 0.001. We finally got
an average accuracy of 81% on the test set over the 15 symbol flags. For comparison, we also collected a dataset of 425

(a) Input Image
standard view

(b) Input Image
after zooming
into symbol of
interest

(c) Example response

Figure 2: Prototype App Core Interface. Fig 2(a) shows the view when a user
uploads or takes a photo, 2(b) shows the view after the user has zoomed into
the symbol they are interested in identifying and 2(c) shows an example of
the app’s response. Photos: Nina Berman

symbol flag samples from images obtained through extensive programmatic searches on Google Images and trained
a CNN classifier with the same settings as the one above.
This model only got an accuracy of 64% on the test set. This
experiment justified to us the use of synthesized images to
train the symbol flag recognition model.
For symbol recognition, we started by collecting several
clean graphic images of each variation of each of the 52 symbols that we had seen when researching real-world examples
of the symbols. If we found a variation on a Google search
that we hadn’t seen in a real-world image, we included it as
long as it was a variation of the symbol, and not an entirely
new symbol. This distinction was judged subjectively. We
then generated 500 training examples by randomly selecting a variation and applying random image transformations
(brightness, contrast, noise, transparency, geometrical transformations, morphological operations, etc.) for each symbol
and spliced the symbol images onto a combination of textured backgrounds [6] and plain colored images. We cropped
the bounding box of the symbol out and used the cropped
image to train our symbol recognition model. Note that we
did not rely on Blender in this pipeline as we only considered rigid transformations here. This final model achieved a
balanced top-1 accuracy of 83% over 52 symbol classes on
the photographers images we have annotated, which again
proves the feasibility of using synthesized samples to train
our political symbol recognition system.
3

MOBILE APP

Target Audience
The mobile app is targeted for political beat photojournalists
and reporters wanting to gain knowledge about a symbol
they have just observed in-the-field so as to inform their
reporting, captioning and picture taking process. The app
is also designed for writers and editors working from their
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The web app is designed for photo editors or journalists
working at their desk or doing research in online chat rooms
where symbols are often used.
Web App Design
(a) Identify Multiple Bounding (b) Identify Multiple Bounding
Boxes Request
Boxes Response

(c) Identify Flags and Recognize (d) Identify Flags and Recognize
Symbol on Flags Request
Symbol on Flags Response

Figure 3: Web App Interface. Figs 3(a) and 3(b) show that the web app can
handle multiple requests which correspond to regions within the same image.
Figs 3(c) and 3(d) show that the webapp supports the flag pipeline too. Photos:
Nina Berman

desk who encounter an image online which they need to
identify, or editors who receive images from photographers
in the field which require further annotation.
Mobile App Design
We first developed an iOS App because our early outreach
with the journalism community confirmed the iOS preference especially among visual journalists. We are now working on an Android app to satisfy those on that platform.
The app allows a user to select an existing photo from
their phone, and zoom in on the relevant symbol until it fills
the in-app viewer. The user then clicks a button to send their
selection to a server for identification. If the server finds a
match or matches, it responds with a list of at most 3 symbols, organized in decreasing order of confidence. The user
can then indicate the symbol that matches their image, or
indicates that none are correct. In either case, the user can
opt to upload their photo to improve or expand the imagerecognition model. The threshold for returning a match is set
to 1/N where N is the number of symbols the model is currently able to recognize (for the moment, N = 52), to ensure
that the model returns only reasonable-quality matches. In
either case the user can choose to upload metadata about the
photo’s location, date and event. This metadata may be useful for providing additional symbol context in later versions
of the app.
4

WEB APP

Target Audience
We have also developed a web application that can be accessed on a desktop or laptop computer via a web browser.

Given the larger screen space, the web app allows users to
a) run the query the fully automatic pipeline flag detection
and symbol recognition pipeline, or 2) draw one or more
bounding boxes on a single image to obtain match results
for all of them. Any of these recognition processes can be
run on a picture uploaded by the user, and by clicking on
each bounding box (either a flag detected or a bounding box
drawn by the user) estimated most likely symbols and their
short explanation are given in a sidebar. The web app does
not contain a feature to upload anything back to the database
at the moment.
5

DISCUSSION

We demonstrated the web app to NYC Media Lab’s Demo
Expo [2] in September 2019 to about 100 media and tech
colleagues. Some questions that arose were a) how we curated the database, b) whether we would release the database
publicly, c) how we would update the database to include
new symbols and symbol variations, d) how we sourced the
symbol definitions, and e) how we addressed privacy issues
around the app and uploaded photos.
In December 2019, we held a closed door meeting with
researchers, photographers, journalists and leaders in the
photographic and media tech community to present the app
and request feedback on user experience and concept. Participants uniformly requested clarity on what information the
app is seeking when a user uploads a picture. They asked
what metadata is captured and what can the user opt out
of. While our goal is to have users contribute to the database as much as possible, we are sensitive to the needs of
users who may not wish contribute their photos to database.
As such, providing clear privacy and security assurances is
paramount to encourage user participation and submission.
Perhaps most significantly, we blur all faces that may appear
in uploaded photos to avoid unintended facial-recognition.
Participants also requested a personal page on the app
which would keep track of their submissions allowing them
to create their own private log. Several participants wanted
the database expanded to include more symbols across a
wider range of political ideologies. Similarly, expressed interest in symbols appearing in countries outside of the US,
but this presents regional interpretation challenges that we
are currently leaving to future work.
The feedback from both these events convinced us that
a crowdsourcing approach is the best way to ensure wide
coverage of new symbols, better coverage of diverse political
symbols and to keep up to date with new and changing
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symbols. Once users submit a new symbol, we will rely on
manual review with to determine whether it should be added
to the database.
Finally, these events made it clear how imperative it is
to inform users that the app returns definitions only of the
overtly political ways a given symbol is used, and that it
is always entirely up to the user to determine whether, in
context, the app-provided connotations match the context
of a symbol in their particular image.
6
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In addition to onboarding trusted users selected from news
publications, we will soon expand our participant pool to
freelance journalists and photographers. Once we understand the extent of engagement with the app from our preliminary users, we can begin to formally define processes
for including their input into the database.
Our goal is to complete the Android version of the app
in March 2020 so that the app can be use across platforms
during the 2020 US general election.
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